
The Effects of COVID-19 on 2SLGBTQIA+ and 
Minority Mental Health 

Greater funding and development of 2SLGBTQIA+ mental health clinics
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While youth across all indicators of gender and ethnicity reported feeling “stressed,” “tired,” “nervous,” and “lonely” during the
COVID-19 pandemic in the U.S., black and white members of the 2SLGBTQIA+ community have been disproportionately
affected, with 2SLGBTQIA+ youth additionally reporting difficulty accessing mental health care (The Trevor Project, 2020).

Straight cis/youth are 1.75x more likely than LGBTQ youth
and 2.4 more likely than trans and nonbinary youth to
exhibit no signs of either anxiety or depression (3). Unlike
their straight/cis peers, 2SLGBTQIA+ youth face a unique
set of challenges in addition to the anxiety and loneliness
felt by all surveyed youth during the pandemic. These
challenges include stressful living situations and inaccurate
health information on COVID-19 from close family
members (4). In this poll, 2SLGBTQIA+ youth were asked
“over the last two weeks, how often have you been
bothered by the following problems?”

LGBTQ, trans, and nonbinary youth are more likely to face
difficulty accessing mental health care during the COVID-19
pandemic in comparison to their straight/cis peers. 2SLGBTQIA+
have specialized mental health needs including coping
mechanisms for unsupportive households, and strategies in
dealing with homophobic discrimination. There are only around
200 2SLGBTQIA+ health clinics in the U.S. (2).
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Transition to specialized online mental health services for 2SLGBTQIA+ 
youth in particular
Increase 2SLGBTQIA+ affirming activities in academic, professional, and 
community spaces
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